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A bstract
Data warehouses provide the primary support for Decision Support Systems (DSS)
and Business Intelligence (BI) systems. One of the most interesting recent themes in
this respect has been the computation and manipulation of the data cube, a relational
model that can be used to support On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP). Within
the context of massive data volumes, data cube compression is not only crucial for
computing and storing data cubes in limited space, but also reduces I/O access time.
This thesis proposes an efficient data cube compression algorithm and integrates
this algorithm into the PANDA system, a mature and well-studied framework for
parallel OLAP computation. The experimental results demonstrate that, within the
PANDA environment, the algorithm significantly reduces data cube storage space
without sacrificing running time. Experimental results also demonstrate that the
proposed algorithm and its supporting data structures are well suited for use with
the Hilbert Space Filling Curve, a mechanism used in the PANDA system to support
the generation and manipulation of multi-dimensional data cubes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

M otivation

The use of data warehousing has become more and more popular in both Busi
ness Intelligence (BI) and Decision Support Systems (DSS). One of the most im
portant elements of the standard data warehouse architecture is the multidimen
sional data model, which consists of a fact table and a group of dimension tables
th at are defined according to the functional requirements of the associated organiza
tion [3, 11, 18, 30, 31]. Business data organized in multidimensional structures can be
represented as data cubes, sets of pre-computed views of selected data that are formed
by aggregating values across attribute combinations (a group-by in database termi
nology). OLAP operations, such as roll-up, drill-down, slice and dice, manipulate
the data cubes in order to significantly enhance the response time of data warehouse
applications. To provide acceptable performance, query resolution systems must sup
port — either directly or indirectly — all combinations of attributes associated with
the given application context. Given the size of the underlying data stores, practical

1
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data cube systems that attempt to achieve this objective must (i) provide efficient
and scalable cube generation algorithms and (ii) store vast quantities of aggregated
data with a minimal storage “footprint” .
In terms of the first priority, parallel or multi-processor OLAP has received con
siderable attention in the research community over the past seven or eight years. One
of the most efficient and practical systems is PANDA — Parallel Algorithms for New
Data Warehousing Architectures — which has proven to be a robust framework with
highly optimized algorithms and implementation. [12, 14, 13, 15, 16]. PANDA pro
vides high performance full data cube computation (all combinations of attributes),
efficient partial cube construction (the combination of selected attributes), parallel
multi-dimensional indexing facilities and a parallel query engine.
W ith respect to data cube compression, research has been somewhat less focused.
Nevertheless, the potential benefits are significant. Aside from solving scalability
problems, data cube compression has at least the following advantages in the context
of data warehouse applications:
1. A wider array of hardware/software architectures are available for data ware
house systems due to the reduction of storage requirements;
2. I/O traffic, which tends to be one of the most time consuming operations, is
reduced;
3. Less main memory is required for compressed data cube computation. In other
words, more main memory is available for other data structures and algorithm
execution;
4. More pre-computed views can be stored in the same amount of storage, thus
enhancing the response time of business queries.
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As previously noted, however, in current practical OLAP computation systems
we have seen very little research with respect to efficient data cube compression
techniques. The traditional data compression techniques, including statistical data
modelling and dictionary algorithms, have of course been applied in relational data
base systems [5, 49, 50]. But we note that these kind of compression techniques do
not preserve the structure of relations in compressed form. Therefore, the whole re
lation has to be decompressed when randomly localizing a small piece of data (ie.,
a record). The cost of maintaining the consistency of the data model is also very
high since any update may change the statistics of the model. The existing database
compression techniques, such as BIT, Block-BIT and TDC [20, 37, 39, 40], preserve
the structure of relations and either use a simple data model or block-oriented cod
ing to maintain consistency. By doing so, these algorithms support efficient random
query and update operations, with compression ratios between 3 and 7 to 1. The
compression algorithms in [20, 39] are also applied to data warehousing applications
and achieve compression ratios of between 3 and 4 to 1. We will discuss the details
of these techniques in subsequent chapters.
This thesis focuses on the investigation of even more efficient data cube compres
sion techniques in the context of parallel OLAP computation systems, the PANDA
framework in particular. It is worth noting that sequential data compression algo
rithms can be applied in PANDA’s parallel OLAP computation framework since each
single view is processed by one processor at a time.

1.2

T hesis C ontribution

The contributions of this thesis are the following:
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• This thesis proposes an efficient data cube compression algorithm, XTDC — Ex
tended Tuple Differential Data Cube Coding, as well as a group of correspond
ing data structures that can be employed in the context of high performance
parallel OLAP computation. XTDC uses knowledge of the multi-dimensional
data model and preserves the tuple structure in the compressed result sets.
By doing this, XTDC exploits the advantages of both database compression
[4, 5, 9, 10, 21, 33, 40, 42, 49] and data cube computation.
• This thesis integrates the XTDC algorithms into the PANDA system. One
conventional data compression technique and two existing database compression
techniques namely BIT and TDC, are also applied within the PANDA system to
compress data cubes for comparison purposes. The experimental results show
that the XTDC algorithms are more efficient than simply applying existing
techniques. Using the XTDC technique, the typical compression ratio for a full
data cube in the PANDA system, in which the fact table has 10 dimensions
and 106 tuples, is 29.4 to 1 (without sacrificing running time). The dimensional
data reduction is from 9778MB to 332MB (96.6%). The single view compression
ratios are between 26 and 51 to 1. Low cardinality views in particular produce
compression ratios as high as 1353 to 1.
• This thesis applies our XTDC methods to the Hilbert Space Filling Curve.
Because of the most significant property of the Hilbert ordering — points near
one another in the original multidimensional space are more likely to be close to
one another in the linearly ordered space — the Hilbert curve is an appealing
mechanism for multi-dimensional indexing frameworks [29, 34, 53]. Moreover,
the Hilbert curve provides the kind of one to one mapping that is central to
the XTDC model. For this reason, the XTDC/Hilbert combination has great
potential. Our experiments demonstrate that XTDC and Hilbert ordering can
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in fact be effectively combined to encode data cubes. It is also important
to note that PANDA applies a fast Hilbert Space-Filling Curve algorithm to
partition the multidimensional index data in its high performance parallel query
engine [16]. Therefore, in the PANDA system, XTDC is capable of improving
the compression performance by getting the Hilbert ordering results “for free” .
• This thesis proposes two data cube computation algorithms, random query and
sub cube construction, based on the compressed form of the XTDC data struc
ture. These algorithms support the manipulation of the compressed data cube
without decoding the whole views, thereby improving the OLAP computing
performance.

1.3

Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 presents some background concepts related to data warehousing, data
cubes, parallel OLAP, and data compression.
• Chapter 3 reviews related work, including the PANDA system, as well as the
main aspects and techniques of database compression.
• Chapter 4 analyzes data cube compression characteristics, proposes an efficient
data cube compression algorithm, XTDC, and the corresponding data structure
to store the compressed data cube. This chapter applies the Hilbert Space
Filling Curve technique to XTDC. It also discusses two data cube computation
algorithms based on the compressed data structure.
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• Chapter 5 introduces the details of integrating data cube compression algo
rithms into the PANDA system. One generic data compression algorithm and
two existing database compression algorithms are also implemented for com
parison purposes.
• Chapter 6 presents and evaluates the experimental results.
• Finally, in Chapter 7 ,1 conclude and briefly describe some possible future work.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1

Data Warehouse

Data warehousing plays a pivotal role in high performance information retrieval and
decision-making support. The classic definition of the data warehouse describes the
architecture as a “subject-oriented, time-variant, and non-volatile collection of data in
support of management’s decision-making process" [28]. This stable, subject-oriented
representation of data ultimately supports what is commonly referred to as On-line
Analytical Processing or OLAP.
Before discussing OLAP, however, it is important to distinguish OLAP from a
related form of data management known as On-line Transaction Processing. OLTP
is associated with a set of transaction systems that are used to capture and track de
tailed information about day-to-day business activities. Some of the most important
characteristics of OLTP systems are as follows:

7
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• OLTP databases contain detailed, transaction-oriented records driven by indi
vidual business activities.
• OLTP systems record current information.
• OLTP systems process high volume read/write operations and require sophis
ticated mechanisms to ensure the transactions are characterized by atomicity,
consistency, isolation, durability [2, 22].
The OLTP system’s normalized design ensures transaction consistency, and op
timizes the storage of the information. But its focus on the individual transaction
renders the OLTP system ill suited to answer questions that are focused at higher
levels, such as “W hat were the best-selling products last year?” In order to support
management’s decision-making process, data warehouses are designed to have the
following basic properties [1, 28, 30]:
• Data warehouses are organized around subjects, rather than atomic transactions
to suit to the problems of classification and trend analysis.
• Data warehouses represent aggregated or summarized information from a va
riety of sources. They house data collected over very long periods in order to
provide a complete history of the activity of the organization.
• Data warehouses are tuned for read-only access.

2.2

D ata Cube

Operational databases are typically designed using the Entity-Relationship (E/R)
model. This type of database is well-tuned for transaction processing which requires
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Figure 2.1: A four-dimensional Star Schema
rapid record update. However, it is not particulary well-suited for resolving complex
queries in large data warehouses. One of the most successful and popular data orga
nization frameworks for data warehouses is the dimensional model The dimensional
model consists of a single fact table with multipart keys and a set of associated di
mension tables. Collectively, the tables form what is known as a Star Schema. Each
dimension table contains a single primary key that corresponds exactly to one of the
components of the multipart key in the fact table. In addition to the primary keys
from the dimension tables, a fact table houses the value of one or more numeric ag
gregations. It is also important to note that the primary keys in dimension tables
are usually meaningless surrogate keys, which are typically represented by unique,
application generated integers [30]. Figure 2.1 provides a simple illustration of a Star
Schema with four dimensions.
Business data organized in multi-dimensional structures can be logically visualized
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Figure 2.2: An example three dimensional data cube for automobile sales data
as data cubes, where the cells of the cube contain measure values and the edges of the
cube define the natural dimensions of the data [30]. Data cube based OLAP systems
pre-compute multiple views of selected data by aggregating values across all possible
attribute combinations (a group-by in database terminology). For a d-dimensional
input set R, there are 2d possible group-bys. The resulting data structures can then
be used to dramatically accelerate visualization and query tasks associated with large
information sets [30]. Figure 2.2 shows an example of a three dimensional data cube
for automobile sales data.
While the data cube provides a logical representation of multi-dimensional data,
it is important to emphasize that it can also be a physical representation. Specifi
cally, in order to provide acceptable response time on cube-oriented queries, OLAP
systems generally attem pt to physically materialized as many of these 2d group-bys
as time and storage resources permit. In practice, however, a fully materialized data
cube can be hundreds or even thousands of times larger than the original fact table
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[16, 41]. For many organizations, the required resources would be prohibitively expen
sive. Instead, we would like to ensure that the materialized cube structures are not
significantly larger than the base data, a goal that requires selective materialization
and/or compression techniques.

2.3

OLAP com putation

OLAP extends the basic reporting capabilities of traditional information processing
systems to support a robust multidimensional analysis of the archived data from
a variety of perspectives and hierarchies. OLAP operations manipulate the data
organized in the data cube format to support analysis of the data from different
perspectives. There are five fundamental OLAP query forms:

• R oll-up. The roll-up operation collapses the hierarchy along a particular dimen
sion (s) so as to present the remaining dimensions at a coarser level of aggrega
tion. Figure 2.3 illustrates how the ’’location” dimension, originally listed in a
city-by-city fashion, is aggregated in order to provide provincial totals.
• D rill-dow n. The drill-down function allows users to obtain a more detailed
view of a given dimension. Figure 2.3 shows how the ’’product” dimension is
broken down from its initial, broad categories into product- specific listings.
• Slice. By extracting a slice of the original cube corresponding to a single value of
a given dimension, slice operation allows the user to focus on values of interest.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the process for a single value of the ’’product” dimension.
• Dice. The dice operation generates a subcube of the original space. By specify
ing value ranges on one or more dimensions, the user can highlight meaningful
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blocks of aggregated data. In Figure 2.4, a subset of dimension values on ’’prod
uct”, ’’location”, and ’’customer” have produced the 3 x 2 x 2 subcube.
• P iv o t. The pivot is a simple operation that allows OLAP users to visualize
cube values in more natural or intuitive ways. Figure 2.5 provides a simple
example with a symmetrical 4 x 4 x 4 cube.
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2.4

D ata Com pression

Data compression techniques have been widely used to reduce data storage space as
well as I/O access bandwidth. In the context of data warehouse applications, it is
important to note that we are only interested in lossless data compression techniques,
which allow the original data to be fully recovered form its compressed form.
There is a significant variety of data compression algorithms. Current techniques
of lossless data compression may be categorized into two broad classes: statistical
techniques and dictionary techniques [17, 24, 25, 46, 47, 52].
• Statistical Data Modelling
Statistical techniques separate the work of compression into two parts: statis
tical data modelling and coding [37]. These algorithms use variable-length bit
patterns to encode individual symbols based on their frequency of occurrence.
In 1843, S.F.B.Morse developed an efficient code to allow the electrical trans
mission of messages. Morse code assigns short codes to frequently transmitted
letters, and longer codes to infrequently occurring letters [25], a fundamental
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statistical strategy.
Huffman coding is a second well-known compression technique. Huffman code is
constructed by building a binary tree where the leaves of the tree represent the
probabilities of the symbols to be coded. The desirable prefix property, which
assures that a codeword is not a codeword prefix for another symbol, allows the
effective decoding of Huffman codes [25]. The Shannon-Fano compression algo
rithm is similar to Huffman coding except that it builds the code tree for each
symbol ’’top-down” instead of ”bottom-up” as the Huffman tree construction
algorithm does [46].
Another widely used compression technique is arithmetic coding, in which the
individual symbols are coded as a part of a fractional number according to their
frequency of occurrence. Arithmetic coding merges entire sequences of symbols
and encodes them as a single number [24, 46, 47].
• Dictionary Algorithms
Dictionary algorithms, formalized by the work of Lempel and Ziv [54] in the
1970s, encode sequence of symbols that are found in a ’dictionary’ into shorter
codes. In the Lempel-Ziv algorithm, an adaptive dictionary is generated while
compressing; any repeated string of symbols is replaced by a token pointing to
an earlier occurrence of that string. The encoder and decoder maintain identical
copies of the dictionary.
Run-length coding (RLC) is a variable-to-fixed-length, static encoding technique.
A sequence of consecutive identical symbols is replaced with three elements: 1) a single
symbol, 2) a run-length count, and 3) an indicator that signifies how the symbol and
count are to be interpreted. It is highly effective when the data has many runs of
consecutive symbols [24, 46, 47].
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Most commercial compression and open source tools, such as GZIP [48], are based
on the Lempel-Ziv algorithm. Statistical modelling techniques may produce superior
compression, but are slower. BZIP [6, 45] is another open source compression library
which uses a block-sorting algorithm to achieve speed comparable to algorithms based
on the techniques of Lempel-Ziv. In addition, it obtains compression close to the best
statistical modelling techniques.
There are two very important properties of these conventional data compression
techniques.
1. Data is processed serially (FIFO) in either on-line or off-line compression/ de
compression environments.
2. Data models, either statistical or dictionary models, must be consistent. The
encoder and decoder share the same model.

2.5

D atabase Com pression

To support high performance databases running on compressed data, the database
compression techniques must allow standard database operations such as tuple query,
insertion, deletion, and update. We note that the random, localized access of data
bases conflicts with the serial processing property of traditional data compression.
The cost is too high to decompress a large portion of the data if only a small part
of the data, i.e. one tuple, is required. It is also impractical to maintain the statis
tical data model or dictionary used by traditional data compression algorithm, since
the entire data set has to be re-compressed during tuple update in order to preserve
consistency.
In Section 3.2, we will discuss the most recent results about database compression.
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Figure 2.6: The first three steps of Hilbert space-filling curve in a two dimensional
space

2.6

Hilbert Curve

Practical database systems must pay great attention to issues such as indexing and
record layout. OLAP/cube systems axe no exception. In fact, indexing and storage
formats tend to be even more problematic due to the inherently multi-dimensional
nature of user queries. To improve query response time on these multi-dimensional
requests, data is often sorted or ordered in what is expected to be an advantageous
manner. For example, lowX order has been used for this purpose [43]. lowX works
as follows: for the attribute set A i,A 2, A3 ,..., Ad- attribute Ay becomes the primary
index, A 2 becomes the secondary index, and so on. However, while lowX is likely to
work well for those queries defined on the first dimension, it is not likely to be effective
when the queries are issued on another dimension or multiple dimensions [15, 16].
In 1891, D. Hilbert introduced a continuous one dimensional curve that passes
through every point of a multidimensional space [34]. One significant property of the
Hilbert Space-Filling Curve is that points near one another in the original space are
more likely to be closed to one another in the linearly ordered space. Figure 2.6 shows
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Figure 2.7: The first step of Hilbert space-filling curve in a three dimensional space

the first three steps and demonstrates how the Hilbert Curve travels every point in
a two dimensional space. Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8 present the first two steps of
constructing the Hilbert Curve in three dimensional space.
Because of its ability to localize hypercubic queries in multi-dimensional space, the
Hilbert curve is an appealing mechanism for multi-dimensional indexing frameworks.
It was for this reason that it was selected for inclusion in the PANDA project. Con
sequently, an important requirement of our own compression research is the ability of
the compression scheme to support data that is ordered in Hilbert order in addition
to the simpler lowX format. In Section 4.4.3, we will return to this issue.
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Figure 2.8: The second steps of Hilbert space-filling curve in a three dimensional
space
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Chapter 3
R elated Work

3.1

P A N D A , A Parallel OLAP C om puting System

As data warehouse volumes have grown in recent years, so too has the need for
scalable, highly optimized algorithms for management of that data. To this end,
a small group of parallel OLAP systems or frameworks have been presented in the
literature [16,19, 27, 36]. One of the most heavily studied is the PANDA Project [12,
16, 7, 8]. It combines efficient data cube algorithms, data structures, and heavily
optimized implementations into a robust parallel platform that is both load balanced
and communication efficient. Key features include:
1. High performance parallel data cube generation.
The parent/child relationships of the 2d group-bys are often illustrated by way
of the data cube lattice [23]. A simple four dimensional lattice is depicted in
Figure 3.1. During the generation phase, PANDA divides the view graph into
np” equally weighted sub trees in advance, thereby allowing subsequent view
construction to be fully localized. To support graph decomposition, the system
19
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ABCD

Figure 3.1: A simple four dimensional lattice
uses both a sophisticated cost model and k-min-max partitioning algorithm [16].
Once the scheduling information has been delivered to each node, a sequential
PipeSort algorithm is used to generate the local partial cube [44]. The exper
imental results confirm parallel efficiency of 80% to 95% on processors counts
from 1 to 24, and a near linear performance curve for increases in view count
and data set size [16]. A one Terabyte data cube can be produced in less than
an hour [38].
2. Efficient partial cubes parallel computing.
PANDA proposed a suite of algorithms for partial cube construction. Based
upon a greedy model, the algorithms introduce intermediate views to generate
efficient ’partial cube schedule trees’ in order to identify an efficient model for
the generation of the selected set. Experimental evaluation has shown that the
new algorithms generate trees that are 25% to 70% cheaper than those produced
by more naive approaches [16].
3. Parallel multi-dimensional indexing and parallel query engine.
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A parallel query engine has been designed to support two of the most impor
tant forms of OLAP queries - point query and range query. A new parallel
indexing model has been proposed and implemented in order to effectively sup
port these queries in a high dimensional OLAP context. This parallel indexing
model applies a fast Hilbert Space-Filling Curve algorithm [35] to partition the
multidimensional index data. Experimental evaluation demonstrates that for
arbitrary queries on a 16-processor parallel machine, the corresponding speedup
for parallel query resolution is close to linear. In a high volume environment, the
parallel query engine can resolve 1000 random multi-dimension range queries
on a 20GB data cube in less than 10 seconds [16].
4. Support for contemporary parallel computing platforms.
PANDA algorithm design is based on the Coarse Grained Multicomputer (CGM)
model of parallel computing [13, 16], a model intended to capture the charac
teristics of current, practical computing architectures.
An I/O Manager was designed to control I/O operations in the PANDA system
for efficient high volume I/O access. By managing a group of view buffers, the
I/O Manager tells the operating system when, where, and how to physically
write aggregated data to disk. The benefits of using the I/O Manager are as
follows:
(a) Minimizing the I/O bottleneck by carefully regulating the flow of data
through the OS. In addition, by writing buffers in large chunks, view
blocks are written contiguously, thereby improving performance for record
retrieval.
(b) Using separate I/O threads and computation threads to enjoy the benefits
of the disk controller’s high performance features, Direct Memory Access
(DMA) in particular.
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(c) Making PANDA flexible enough to allow new I/O facilities to be plugged
in. D ata cube compression algorithms are an obvious example.
PANDA provides a data generator that produces a wide variety of integer-based
data sets that are representative of common data warehouse applications. The gen
erator accepts user-defined parameters, such as the number of records in the data
set and the number of unique values (cardinalities) in each dimension. One of the
dimensions is treated as the measure field.
During the past four years, the PANDA Project has grown from a single algorithm
to a suite of algorithms that collectively supports our data cube parallelization efforts.
It is an ideal experimental platform for implementing data cube compression.

3.2

D atabase C om pression

This section describes some of the most important existing techniques for database
compression. As described in the previous chapter, we are only interested in lossless
data compression techniques in data warehouse applications.
A variety of database compression techniques have been researched since the
1990’s. Many papers have recommended using database compression to achieve high
database operation performance [49, 50].
One class of solutions focuses on the application of traditional data compres
sion techniques in relational database systems at four different levels, namely the
file (relation) level, the page (block) level, the record (tuple) level, and attribute
level. Statistical data modelling and dictionary backward referencing tend to achieve
higher compression ratios in a larger data range, but more substantial costs for re
compression and re-decompression have to be paid to achieve random localization
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and data model consistency. Many methods of this form attem pt to strike a balance
between high compression ratios and efficient database operations.
Some of them are more interested in page level compression. The experimental
results show th at it is advantageous to spend some compression and decompression
time to get more data in the same physical disk I/O access [49]. Since a block is a unit
of I/O access, there is no extra I/O cost for maintaining the data model’s consistency.
Oracle applies a block-based dictionary compression technique, which reaches
about a 3.1 compression ratio for a database of 55GB of data without a performance
penalty in data warehouse applications [39],
Another actively researched class of database compression solutions tries to find
more efficient data distributions from the characteristics and knowledge of the rela
tion, thus achieving high compression ratios. Also the tuple-structure of a relation
is preserved in its compressed form in order to support high performance database
operations through the avoidance of unnecessary compression and decompression.
Ray, Haritsa and Seshadri proposed the Column Based Attribute Compression
algorithm (COLA) in 1995 [40]. Instead of having a single frequency distribution for
the entire relation, COLA uses a separate frequency distribution table for each at
tribute in a relation, since data belonging to the same attribute is usually semantically
related and is expected to have a similar distribution. The experimental compression
percentage is 21.27% for a synthetic numeric relation. The size of each tuple is 76
bytes and the relation has 9964 records.
Bit compression (BIT) is a well-known technique th at represents each numerical
attribute in bits, instead of bytes. If a numerical attribute domain has size k con
taining values 0 to k — 1, it needs flog2(A:)] bits to represent each attribute value,
yielding a saving of sizeof(int) — [log2(/c)]. Both compression and decompression
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computations with the BIT technique are very straightforward without needing to
maintain a complicated data model.
The BIT technique maintains relation structure information in the smallest unit,
the attribute level. Let R be a relation with d attribute fields {A^ A 2 , ..., A*}, to store
one attribute A requires Bi = |’log2(max(^4i))] bits, where i is from 1 to d, max(A)
is the maximum attribute value of ith field in R. Coding each attribute value (A ) in
a fixed number of bits (Bi), the number of bits for each tuple

(J2i=i

Bi) is fixed as

well.
Goldstein, Ramakrishman and Shaft proposed a derivative algorithm of BIT in
1998 by compressing relations in blocks [20] (we refer to it as Block-BIT in this
thesis). The idea of Block-BIT is as follows. Each compressed block stores a ’frame
of reference’, the minima and maxima of all dimensions in a relation. All attributes
for each tuple in the compressed block are presented by storing just enough bits to
distinguish between the values in this range. This method supports individual tuple,
and even individual field (add the difference to the minimum reference of this field)
decompression. The typical compression ratios on real data sets are between 3 and
4 to 1. It reaches as high as 88 to 1 on low cardinality data sets. The CPU cost of
decompressing a relation is approximately 1/10 the CPU cost of GZIP.
Block-BIT reduces the value of B{ by partitioning tuples in blocks. For each
attribute, only the difference between the current attribute value and the smallest
value in the same field inside the current block is coded. By doing so, it reduces the
Bi to log2(max(A) —min(A))- Where m ax(A) and m in(A ) are the maximum and
minimum attribute values of ith field in the range of the current block.
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Tuple Differential Coding

Ng and Ravishankar proposed a block-oriented database compression technique, the
Tuple Differential Coding (TDC) method [37]. In TDC, all attributes in a relation
are mapped into numeral domains. Tuples are converted into ordinal numbers in
ascending mixed-radix order. A compressed block only stores the value of the first
tuple as a reference. Each succeeding tuple is replaced by its difference with respect
to its preceding tuple. The ith tuple in the relation can be reconstructed from the first
tuple and the first i —1 difference values. Algorithm 1 describes the main steps of the
TDC compression techniques. The typical compression ratios of TDC are between 4
and 6.6 to 1 for the tables with 106 tuples with 8 dimensions [37].
Instead of coding tuples by using differences for each attribute as Block-BIT does,
TDC uses the difference in the tuple level, which also keeps the tuple information
of each attribute. In fact, the tuple level difference value removes the duplicated
attribute values, and only keeps the different attribute values and compacts them
into one integer and, as such, compresses the whole relation.
Wu and Ravishankar propose a theoretical basis for the performance character
istics of TDC [51]. They provide methods for estimating the compression for cases
where the population from which database records are sampled is either uniform,
Zipf, or the product of a uniform distribution and an arbitrary distribution.
In the context of data warehouse compression, we are more interested in database
compression techniques that focus on numeric domains, since the dimensional at
tributes in data cubes are integers. To pursue high database operation performance,
it is crucial to preserve the table structures in compressed data in order to randomly
localize and to access data without decompressing a large amount of data.
By exploiting these database compression techniques in the PANDA system, we
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A lgorith m 1 TDC Compression Algorithm: Ng and Ravishankar
Input: A relation with d numeric attribute fields
O utput: A compressed relation
1: Attribute domain ranking: re-rank the lexicographical orderings of the attributes
to pursue smaller difference among the tuples.
2: Tuple re-ordering: convert each tuple to a unique integer. Re-order the tuples in
ascending order.
3: Block partition: Partition the reordered table into disjoint blocks of tuples de
pending the size of a memory page.
4: Block encoding: Using the first tuple as a reference, each succeeding tuple is
replaced by its difference with respect to its preceding tuple. Using RLC encode
the number of leading zero components in each difference.

have been able to focus our own attention more completely on data cube compression
characteristics and data cube compression algorithms. The following chapters discuss
data cube compression methods and the implementation of these techniques within
the PANDA system to achieve high efficiency data cube computation.
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Chapter 4
D ata Cube Com pression
Compressing data in a data warehouse system is attractive for two reasons: data
storage reduction and performance improvement. Storage reduction is a direct and
obvious benefit, while performance improvement is obtained for the following reasons.
First, a reduction in physical I/O potentially improves the performance of operations
on the data warehouse because smaller units of data need to be loaded into main
memory.

Second, because of the reduction of loaded data, the compressed data

cube computation requires fewer main memory resources. The computation can be
accelerated because of more flexible main memory usage patterns and the avoidance
of memory swapping. Third, it is also important to note that more views of the data
cube can be pre-computed and stored because of the compression, thus improving
data warehouse performance.
This chapter proposes an efficient data cube compression algorithm - XTDC. The
major contributions of the current thesis can be highlighted as follows:
1. Discusses the characteristics of data cube computation and compression.

27
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2. Proposes an efficient data cube compression algorithm, XTDC, and the corre
sponding data structure. The method builds upon existing data compression
and database compression techniques.
3. Introduces tuple difference operations to avoid computation overflow.
4. Applies the Hilbert Space Filling Curve technique to XTDC.
5. Introduces a number of basic compressed data cube operations based on the
XTDC data structure.

4.1

D ata Cube C om pression Characteristics

The multi-dimensional model is the most popular model used in data warehousing en
vironments to support OLAP operations [30]. Data cubes, generated from fact tables,
consist of the surrogate keys of the dimensional tables plus the measure fields. These
surrogate keys are usually consecutive integers, which are automatically generated
during the data warehouse Extract, Transform and Load (ETL) stage. Considering
the properties of the data warehouse and data cube computation, we can identify the
following key characteristics of the data cube compression process.
1. Data cube computation involves high volumes of data,
2. Meta data, such as the number of dimensions and the cardinality for each di
mension, is known in advance and managed by the data cube computation
systems.
3. Each view of a data cube is a conventional relation (table).

It consists of

dimensional fields (attributes), which are integers, and one or more than one
measure fields, which can be integers, floats, or other data types.
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4. Data in a data cube is very stable. In practice, it is updated in batch at fixed
but fairly infrequent intervals (e.g., weekly).
5. Data warehouse systems support random localized data accesses, such as queries,
based on data cubes. The compressed views of a data cube should preserve the
relation structure information in order to achieve high performance.
6. The original data should be retrieved from the compressed data cube without
losing information.
7. Indexing compressed data is required.
According to these characteristics and the existing database compression tech
niques, we propose an efficient data cube compression algorithm, which reaches higher
compression ratios than the existing data compression and database compression tech
niques do. The record identity is also preserved within the compressed data, so that
the compressed data can be directly utilized in data cube computation.

4.2

The X T D C D ata Cube C om pression Strategy

We propose an efficient data cube compression algorithm, extended Tuple Differen
tial Data Cube Coding (XTDC), that builds upon a number of existing techniques.
Specifically, XTDC is based on a number of the fundamental ideas of TDC [37], BIT
and Block-BIT [20]. A special data structure is also proposed in order to support
high compression ratios. The basic compression strategy of XTDC can be described
as follows:

1. Treat dimensional data and measure data separately.
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The main I/O access task is related to the large views, which have a large num
ber of records and high dimensions. In these large views, the dimensional data
makes up the bulk of the every record. The major objective in compressing data
cubes is therefore to reduce the storage of dimensional data. Given the charac
teristics of data warehouse applications (i.e., dimensions represent categorical
variables), the dimensional data are usually represented as integers. On the
other hand, the type of the measure data might vary, and include integer, float
and double data types. The compression models of mix-typed data we have
seen so far are complicated and the compression ratios are not very high, (a
special compression technique can represent eight byte floating point numbers
by using four bytes) [49]. In order to pursue higher compression ratios and high
computing performance, we focus on compressing dimensional data and leave
the measure data in the original (uncompressed) format. The compression ratio
mentioned later in this thesis is the ratio of the size of the original dimensional
data divided by the size of the compressed dimensional data.
2. Compute tuple differences to compress the dimensional data at the block level.
XTDC uses the basic idea of the Tuple Differential Coding method [37] to code
the tuples in block wise fashion. Each tuple is represented using the difference
between it and its preceding tuple. In order to avoid the risk of data overflow
in the case of large views with high dimensions, two tuple operations, tupleadd and tuple-minus, are proposed to support a wider range and faster data
computation. These differences of conjunctive tuples are stored in a buffer and
are compacted into bits during the next step.
3. Compact the differences into bits.
In the context of data cube construction, the views (sub cubes) are sorted by
the dimensional data fields. The dimensional data, which are surrogate keys,
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are consecutive integers that are generated in the ETL stage. The differences
between conjunctive tuples are usually very small. XTDC stores these differ
ences in bits instead of bytes. The number of bits for each tuple is dynamically
determined by the value of the maximum difference in the current block.
4. Compact all the differences together to remove gaps caused by byte-alignment.
In XTDC, we implement a new data structure that compacts data to allow for
greater compression of the views. In this data structure, the differences are
stored together in order to remove the gaps that are caused by byte-alignment.
All the measure data are stored in the second part of the block. Details of the
operations based on the data structure are discussed in the next section.
5. Dynamically determine the number of tuples to be compressed into one block.
In XTDC, the number of tuples that can be compressed in one block cannot
be predicted, since the number of bits for each tuple is determined by the value
of the maximum difference in this block. In order to encode as many tuples
as possible into one block, the number of tuples in one block is dynamically
computed during the compression process.
6. Use a counter mechanism to represent consecutive 1-differences.
For those views that have low dimensions but a large number of tuples, there
is very high probability that the difference values of conjunctive tuples are l ’s
because the attribute values of each dimension are usually consecutive integers
and the views are sorted by their attribute fields. XTDC uses a counter to rep
resent these consecutive 1’s in each data block in order to improve compression
efficiency in this case.
7. Keep the compression information in each block.
The data compression information, such as the number of tuples in the current
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block and number of bits of each difference value, are stored in the block header.
This information is dynamically calculated during the compression process and
is used during decompression. The details are discussed in the next section.

In data cube computation systems, the cube meta data, such as number of
dimensions and cardinalities of each dimension, is maintained by the computa
tion system and is shared amongst all the views of the data cube. XTDC gets
this meta information from the system instead of storing it in each compressed
view. All information required to reconstruct the original views is therefore
either stored inside the blocks or is available in the data cube computation
system.
XTDC is a block-level lossless data cube compression technique. It takes advan
tage of the knowledge of the characteristics of the multi-dimensional data model to
pursue high compression efficiency. XTDC uses this meta data to guide the com
pression and decompression processes, rather than analyzing the data distribution
statistics as with most conventional data compression techniques. XTDC preserves
tuple structure in compressed views in order to get the benefits of database com
pression, such as random data access, and to support high performance data cube
computation. The details of the XTDC algorithms and their implementation will be
discussed in Section 4.4. The following section describes the details of the XTDC
compacted data structure.

4.3

The X T D C C om pacted D ata Structure

In order to preserve the tuple-structure in compressed data, the database compression
techniques such as BIT, Block-BIT [20] and TDC [37], compress relations by putting
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all attribute values of one tuple together. The precondition is that all fields of the
relation are, or can be matched to, integers. As we discussed in characteristic 3 of
Section 4.1, data types of measure data of data cubes may vary. It is impractical
to map these “continuous” data types, namely float and double, to integers for the
purpose of data compression. The COLA technique [40], which treats each attribute
domain separately in order to find more efficient distribution, gives us a hint to
compress all the attribute fields and store the measure data separately in order to
pursue high compression ratios.
Based upon the core requirements presented in the preceding section, we propose a
new data structure corresponding to our data cube compression algorithm. According
to characteristic 5 in Section 4.1, XTDC preserves the tuple-structure of compressed
relations for high performance data access. Since it is a block wise compression
technique, XTDC keeps the compression information in each block, namely the block
header. In this way, each compressed data block contains all necessary information to
decompress this block or to localize the required data (tuples) from the compressed
data directly. It is also good for efficient indexing to store the uncompressed first
tuple in the block header. As described previously, XTDC compresses dimensional
data separately and leaves the measure data in uncompressed form (these measure
data can be compressed later if necessary). Each tuple is encoded by its difference
value and stored in bit form. In order to avoid the spare bits between tuples that may
be caused by byte-alignment issues, this data structure stores all of the compressed
dimensional data together and puts all of the measure data in the remaining space
in the same block. By doing this, XTDC not only reaches a higher compression ratio
by removing the gaps, but also preserves the tuple-structure at the block level.
Table 4.1 presents the typical structure of a compressed block. It consists of three
parts:
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Length of block header
Number of tuples for this block
Number of bits for dimensional data of each tuple
Number of bytes for measure data of each tuple
Counter
First tuple in uncompressed format
Compacted tuple differences (in bit)
...

Measure data
(Uncompressed)

Measure data of 2nd tuple
...

Table 4.1: The XTDC data structure of a compressed data view block

1. The B lo ck header contains the compression information for this block. The
length and the content of the block header may vary according to the different
compression algorithms.
2. The D im en sion al d a ta area contains in bit form all the compressed dimen
sional data — the difference values — of the tuples in this block.
3. The M easure d a ta area contains all the measure data in original form (un
compressed format). The offset of this segment in the current block is given by:
measure o ffs e t = length o f block header + |"(number o f tuples —counter) x
{number o f bits fo r dimensional data)/8"). The offset of the measure data of
i th tuple is {measure o f fs e t ) + {i— 1) x {number o f bytes fo r measure data).

As we described in Section 4.1, most data cube operations are read-only in data
warehouse applications. XTDC focuses on storing as many encoded tuples in a block
as possible, rather than designing a more flexible data structure for update operations,
namely tuple delete and insertion. (As noted above, tuple updates are normally done
in batch mode.) The following sections will explain the details of this data structure
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when implementing the XTDC algorithms in the PANDA system. Here, we briefly
demonstrate how this data structure works using an example.
Example 4.3.1 presents two different solutions for compressing a block of tuples
using TDC techniques. In solution 1, the dimensional data and measure data of each
tuple are combined. There is a 7-bit gap caused by byte-alignment in each compressed
tuple. Solution 2 demonstrates how the byte-alignment gaps are removed by using
this data structure. As a result, more tuples can be compressed in a block of the
same size.
E x am p le 4.3.1 Remove gaps caused by byte-alignment
Suppose after computing a group of tuples, the maximum tuple difference is 300, which
means the dimensional data of each tuple can be stored in 9 bits (Jlog2(300)],). If the
measure data of each tuple holds 4 bytes and the block size is 4KB, in which 32 bytes
are used as the block header (including the first tuple of this blockj, the following two
approaches are possible:

S olution 1: Put dimensional data and measure data together.
Since memory on modern architectures is accessed on byte boundaries, we require 2
bytes to store one difference value. Each tuple therefore needs 2 + 4 = 6 bytes due to
the byte-alignment issue. 7 bits are wasted in each tuple. The number of tuples that
can be compressed in this block is (4096 —32)/6 + 1 = 678.
S o lu tion 2: Put dimensional data and measure data into two separate segments.
Let re + 1 be the number of tuples that can be compressed in this block. The size of
the dimensional data segment in this block is \(x x 9)/8"|. The size of the measure
data segment is re x 4. We have 4096 > = 32 + (x x 9)/8 + x x 4 The number of tuples
can be compressed in this block is as large as 793.
Since each difference occupies a fixed number of bits, manipulating the data within
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the current block is all that is necessary to retrieve the uncompressed tuple. Due to
the variety of data types the measure fields may have, it is impractical to manipulate
these measure fields by bit to remove the gaps as with solution 1. Another reason we
prefer the second solution is that, by putting measure data together, there is a better
chance to compress these fields later because of a similar distribution model in a
relatively large data range [40]. Furthermore, it is better to choose those compression
techniques that can guarantee the compression ratio in advance, such as the floating
point numbers compression algorithm [49].

4.4

T he E xtended Tuple D ifferential D ata Cube
C oding A lgorithm - X T D C

This section discusses the details of the XTDC data cube compression algorithms.

4.4.1

Tuple operators

As we discussed previously, the principle idea of the tuple differential coding algo
rithms is to store the difference values of the consecutive tuples. In [37], the TDC
algorithm calculates the mixed-radix values of tuples according to Equation 4.1 of
Definition 1
D efinition 1 A relational scheme R=< A i,A 2 ,...,A n > is a sequence of attribute
domains, where Ai = { 0 ,1 ,...,\Ai\ — 1} for 1 < i < n.
^ fli, ^2 ,..., o>y\

The value of one tuple

is defined as.

(4.1)
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In enterprise level data warehousing environments, a view to be compressed may
have high dimensions with high cardinalities. The potential range of the mixed-radix
values of tuples is equivalent to the product of the attribute cardinalities. Conse
quently, there is a very high risk of data overflow when mapping each tuple to a
mixed-radix value in such environments. However, when views are fully sorted, the
differences between two conjunctive tuples are usually very small. We propose two
tuple operators, tuple.add and tuple-minus, in order to encode views safely and effi
ciently. Theorem 1 presents the principle of the operators.

T h eo rem 1 Given two consecutive tuples: < a i,a 2, ...,an > and < a[, a'2, ..., a'n >.
The difference value of these two tuples is:

<P<

••• •“ !> >

-<P<a

Y

i,o j,...,O n > =

0

a 'i- a i

)

2= 1

Y l

j=i

(4.2)

\A j \

+1

P ro o f. Apply Equation 4.1 of Definition 1 to the left hand side of Equation 4.2, we
have:
ip < a[, 4 ,..., a'n > -<p < ai, a2, ..., an > = ^
i= l

I a\

JJ

\Aj\

I

j=i+l J
-

j a*

^

i= l

\

j=i

\Aj

+1

(4.3)

Combining the right hand side of Equation 4.3, we get the right hand side of Equa
tion 4.2.

□
Algorithm 2 calculates the difference by directly manipulating the attribute val
ues of the tuples to avoid data overflow. It is also efficient because it reduces the
multiplicative operations to addition operations. Considering the millions of calls to
this operation in large view compression, the performance improvement is significant.
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A lg o rith m 2 Tuple Minus
In p u t: Two tuples Ti ,T2 with d-dimension;
Cardinalities (C[i]) for each attribute domain (A[i])
O u tp u t: The difference between the mixed-radix value of T2 and 7\
1: d iffe ren c e = 0;
2: for i = 0 to d —1 do
3: d iffe ren c e = differen ce *C[i} + (T2[i] —Ti[ij);
4: en d for
5: return difference\
During the decompression process of XTDC, we can exploit the fact that the pre
ceding tuple has already been decoded into its uncompressed format when decoding
the current. Note that even when disk based indexing is used, records within a given
block are un-indexed and must be assessed sequentially. Algorithm 3 directly operates
on attributes of tuples to avoid computing the mixed-radix values.
It is worth noting th at a high performance decompression algorithm is also very
important to the current project. As we will discuss in the next chapter, the XTDC
compression and decompression interface is plugged directly into PANDA. The cubes
are compressed before being written to disk and are decompressed immediately after
being loaded to memory. It is also important to note that the XTDC technique pro
vides the potential to compute child views in compressed form without decompressing
the designated parent view. We will discuss this potential benefit in detail in Section
4.5.

4.4.2

The XTDC Algorithms

XTDC is a block-level compression technique using the XTDC compacted data struc
ture we proposed in Section 4.2. The encoded dimensional data, the differences, are
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A lg o rith m 3 Tuple Add
In p u t: A tuple Ti with d-dimension and an integer of difference-,
Cardinalities [C[i]) for each attribute domain (A[i])
O u tp u t: A tuple T2 whose value is greater in difference than T i’s
1 fa c t = d iffe ren c e ; inc = 0;
2 for i — d — 1 downto 0 do
3
if fa c t ^ 0 th e n
4
reminder = fact%C[i]\
5
fa c t/= C[i\\
6
else
reminder = 0;
7
8
e n d if
9
r 2[«] = Ti[i] + reminder + inc;
if T2[i] > C[i] th e n
10
11
T2\i]- = C\i}12
inc = 1;
else
13
14
inc = 0;
15
en d if
16 e n d for
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compacted by bit and grouped together to save maximal space. The block informa
tion, such as the number of tuples per block and the first tuple (in uncompressed
format) of the current block are stored in the block header. The number of bits for
each tuple difference value is dynamically determined by the maximum value of the
differences, |"log2 m a x-d ifferen c e | . Therefore, given the fixed block size, the number
of tuples per block varies according to the number of bits per tuple during com
pression. A counter of consecutive single increments of tuples is stored in the block
header as well. In some cases, such as compressing views that have a large number
of tuples but relatively low dimensions and cardinalities, it is most likely that the
values of consecutive tuples are consecutive integers, which means the differences are
l ’s. Encoding these kinds of tuples by using counters can significantly increase the
compression ratios in these cases. Example 4.4.1 presents the details steps of using
XTDC. The contents of a compressed block are listed in Figure 4.4.
As Algorithm 4 presents, the XTDC data cube compression algorithm dynamically
determines how many tuples can be compressed in one block. For each block, XTDC
employs two phases:
1. The C o m p u ta tio n p h ase collects all the information for one block. XTDC
calculates the differences of conjunctive tuples by using the tuple-minus oper
ation shown in Algorithm 2 (line 4) and dynamically computes the number of
tuples in one compressed block (line 5). XTDC checks every tuple to determine
if it can fit in the current block according to the changing value of the maxi
mum diSevence(max-difference) and the number of consecutive l ’s(counter).
The differences of those tuples are stored in a buffer (d if ferenceJbuf) in integer
form in the first phase.
2. The C o m p act p h ase creates a compressed block. After collecting enough dif
ferences values for one block (or all tuples have been encoded), XTDC computes
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the offset of the measure segment of current block (line 15). This offset (o ffs e t)
is calculated according to the block header information as described in Sec
tion 4.3.

The measure data is copied to the measure area of the block in

uncompressed format (line 20). All of the differences, calculated in the first
phase, are compacted in bit format into the dimensional area of the block (fine
18). Each of these differences occupies [log2(m ax-difference)] bits. Finally,
XTDC completes the block header (line 22) and starts to compute the next
block.

Algorithm 5 shows the XTDC decompression process. Note that the XTDC tech
nique supports access to each tuple at the block level without loading the whole view
and decompressing it. However, in this particular project, we use the XTDC interface
to decompress the whole view immediately after loading it into main memory. So,
the algorithm presented here loads the whole compressed view. In any case, XTDC
retrieves the compression information from the block header (line 3), and computes
the o ffs e t of the measure segment of the current block (line 4, same as Algorithm 4).
The first tuple is retrieved from the block header as well (line 5) and each tuple is
computed by adding the difference value to its preceding tuple using the tuple.add
(line 7,12) shown in Algorithm 3. The differences are either l ’s (for the first counter
tuples) or else are retrieved from the dimensional area (line 11). The measure data
is simply copied to the output buffer (line 8, 13). The next block is processed (if
necessary) when all tuples of the current block are decoded.
Example 4.4.1 demonstrates the details of compressing a single view by using
XTDC.

E x am p le 4.4.1 The XTDC data cube compression processes.
Suppose the block size is 40 Bytes, the size of the ’block header’ is 32 Bytes, each
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A lgorithm 4 XTDC Data Cube Compression Algorithm____________________
Input: A view (inJbuf)to be compressed and its meta data
Output: The Compressed view (outJbuf)
l: Create a block header contains the first tuple;
2: index = 0]processed-tuples = 0; counter = 0;
3: for all tuple[i] of inJbuf do
4: differen ce = tuple jminus(tuple[i],tuple[i — 1]);
5: Compute the number of tuples in this block;
6: if tuple[i] is not the last tuple and can be fit in the block then
7:
if consecutively difference —= 1 then
8:
counter + +;
9:
else
10:
d if ferenceJbuf [index + +] = d iffe ren c e ;
11:
end if
12:
m ax-difference = ma^(difference, m ax-difference)]
13:
tuples-per-block + +;
14: else
15:
Compute o f fs e t of measure data in this block;
16:
for j = 1 to tuples-per-block do
17:
if (j > counter) then
18:
compact different-buf{j] into log2 (m ax-difference) bits in inJbuf]
19:
end if
20:
out-buf[offset + 4-] = inJbuf [processed-tuples + j, dimension — 1];
21:
end for
22:
complete current block-header;
23:
processed-tuples+ = tuples-per-block]
24:
if tuple[i] is not the last tuple then
25:
copy tuple[i] to new block-header;
26:
index = 0; counter = 0; tuples jper-block = 1;
27:
end if
28: end if
29: end for
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A lgorithm 5 XTDC Data Cube Decompression Algorithm____________________
Input: A compressed view(m_6u/) and its meta data
Output: The decompressed view (outJbuf)
1: processedJuples = 0;
2: w h ile processedJuples < num ber.of Juples do
3: Get block header information;
4: Compute o ffs e t of the measure data;
5: out-buf [processedJuples + +] = get.firstJuple.from JieaderQ ;
6: for i = 1 to counter do
7:
outJbuf [processedJuples + i] = tuple.add(out.buf {processedJuples + i —
i]. i);

8:
out-buf {processedJuples + i, dimension —1] = inJbuf [of f set + -f]
9: en d for
10: for i = counter to tuples .per .block do
11:
difference = convertJo-integer(in-buf[(i—counter)*bits.of.difference])-,
12:
out-buf [processedJuples + i] = tuple.add(out.buf {processedJuples + i —
1], differen ce)
13:
output {processedJuples + i, dimension —1] = in .b u f{o ffse t + +];
14: en d for
15: processedJuples+ = tuples .per.block
16: in .b u f+ = o f fs e t ;
17: en d w h ile
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View
1 <1,1,1,1,3>
2 <1,1,2,1,S»
3 <1,1,2,2,15>
4 <1,1,2,5,2>
5 <1,1,2,7,8>
6 <1,1,2,8,3>
7 <1,1,2,9,7>
8 <1,1,3,1,2>
9 <1,1,3,4,14>
10 <1,1,3,5,8>
11 <1,1,3,6,7>
12 <1,1,3,7,2>
13 <1,1,3,9,8>
14 <1,1,4,1,25>
15 <1,1,4,2,1>
16 <1,1,4,3,4>
17 <1,1,4,4,2>
18 <1,1,4,5,9>
19 <1,1,4,6,8>
20 <1,1,4,7,12>
21 <1,1,7,8,7>

Tuple values
1111
1121
1122
1125
1127
1128
1129
1131
1134
1135
1136
1137
1139
1141
1142
1143
1144
1145
1146
1147
1178

Differences
1111
10
1
3
2
1
1129
2
3
1
1
1
1141
1
1
1
1
1
1
31

Offset

Block 1
#tuples= 5, #bits= 4,counter=0
<1.1,1,1.3>________________
1010,0001
0011,0010
0001,—

Block 2
#tuples=6, #bits=2,counler=Q
<1,1,2,9,7>______________
10,11,01,01

01, 10,-,-

Block 3
#tuple?=7, #bitff=5, counter=6
<1,1,4,1,25>_____________

mil,—

CO

CO

CO

(0

Figure 4.1: An example of the XTDC compression process
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measure data fits in 1 Byte, and the cardinality of every dimension is 10. A view
(sorted by dimensional data) shown in Figure J^.l(a) is compressed as follows:

• The tuple values, shown in Figure f.l(b ), are calculated during the compression
process.
• The number of tuples that can fit in one block are dynamically computed during
compression. In this case, since the length of the block header is 32 Bytes for all
the blocks, the dimensional data area and measure data area are
For the first

6

8

bytes in total.

tuples, the maximum difference is 10, as Figure 4- 1(c) shows.

Therefore, the number of bits required for each difference is 4• As a result,
tuple-1 to tuple- 6 are compressed in Block-1. Specifically, tuple- 1 is stored in
block header, the difference values of tuple-2 to tuple- 6 are compacted in 3 bytes,
and the measure data are copied to the measure data area that contains 5 bytes,
as shown in Figure 4- 1(d)
• When there are consecutive 1-differences that start from the second tuple of the
current block (like tuple-15 to tuple-20), X T D C uses a ’counter’ to represent
those tuples (as Block-3 shows)

4.4.3

Applying the Hilbert Space Filling Curve Technique to
the XTDC Algorithms

The XTDC algorithm uses the tuple differential coding method to compress data
cubes. Tuples are sorted in a specific order, then converted into an integer represen
tation. The difference between consecutive integers is calculated and used to represent
the original data. The method that performs the integer mapping must be “one-toone” ; otherwise, it would not be possible to convert the compressed integer back to
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a unique tuple representation. Similar to the mixed-radix order method, which has
been used in the XTDC algorithms, the Hilbert Space Filling Curves technique traces
a unique pathway though the points of a multidimensional space. In this sense, it may
be used to provide a clean one-to-one mapping of a tuple to its ordinal or “indexed”
position in the hypercubic space.
As previously noted, the PANDA system successfully utilizes Hilbert curves within
its indexing framework [15, 16]. In this section, we look at how XTDC can be effi
ciently integrated with the PANDA’s Hilbert curve approach. To begin, we note that
its compression process includes the following two phases:

1. Hilbert ordering. Maps the tuples (dimensional data) of the views to the se
quence of the Hilbert Space Filling Curve and sorts the views by these sequential
values. We note that a Hilbert re-sorting is required here since the core cube
aggregation algorithms use a lowX ordering.
2. XTDC encoding. Uses steps similar to those found in the standard XTDC
approach shown in Algorithm 4 except that the tuple-minus is the simple integer
minus and the first tuple is stored in its Hilbert sequence value in the block
header.

The decompression process is composed of two phase:
1. XTDC decoding. Uses steps similar to those found in the standard XTDC
approach shown in Algorithm 5 except that the tuple^add is the simple integer
add.
2. Hilbert de-ordering. Maps the sequence of the Hilbert Space Filling Curve to
the dimensional data of the tuples.
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This thesis uses a fast Hilbert curve generation algorithm provided by Doug
Moore [35] to support our XTDC design. Experimental results are evaluated in
Chapter 6. It is very important to note that the PANDA system utilizes the Hilbert
Space Filling Curve to compute the sorted views for multidimensional indexing. As
a result, there is a significant potential to improve the data cube compression perfor
mance since we effectively can get the Hilbert sorted views for “free”.

4.4.4

Memory Overhead

Both compression and decompression are performed at the block-level. In the XTDC
algorithms, one extra memory buffer is used in both the compression and decompres
sion processes. In the compression phase, a memory buffer, equivalent in size to one
disk block, is allocated for storing the tuple differences in integer form (as line 10
shows in Algorithm 4). In the decompression phase, data is decompressed block by
block. A buffer, again equivalent in size to a disk block, is allocated for storing the
loaded data.
In order to make the compressed data available at the block level, XTDC puts
the compression information in the block header. Typically, the space overhead of a
block header is 4 x szzeof(int) bytes plus the size of one tuple (for storing the first
tuple) in each block. The block size may slightly affect the compression ratio for the
following two reasons: (i) The smaller the block size is, the smaller the maximum
difference value may be, and thus, the fewer bits that each compressed tuple needs,
and the higher the compression ratio will be. (ii) The space overhead of the block
header may reduce the compression ratio if the block size is small, since more blocks
may be needed. Our implementation allows users to select the block size, ranging in
multiples of 4KB, in order to reach high performance in various system environments.
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The memory overhead of the XTDC algorithms during the compression and de
compression processes is not heavy in the context of massive data cube computation.
The benefits of saving main memory in the future — during data query resolution —
could be significant because the data to be processed is highly compressed. Chapter 6
evaluates both the compression ratios and the response time of the XTDC algorithms.

4.5

Com pressed D ata C ube C om putation

Unlike conventional data compression techniques, XTDC preserves the tuple structure
in compressed data, thereby allowing the OLAP computation system to often manip
ulate the data cube in compressed format. By avoiding unnecessary decompression
and compression computations, XTDC not only reduces the storage requirement and
I/O bandwidth, but also reduces main memory requirements. This section describes
how the XTDC data structure supports high performance data cube computations
based on compressed data. Two of the most important operations — random query
and sub view generation — are discussed.
Section 4.5.1 presents an algorithm for the point query operation to show that the
XTDC algorithms have the potential to query data in its compressed form. We note
that most of the major OLAP operations — slice and dice, roll-up and drill down, etc
— are based upon range queries. In our future research, we expect to investigate the
extension of this technique to that environment. In addition, Section 4.5.2 discusses
an algorithm for sub view generation, which is also based upon the manipulation of
views in their compressed form.
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Random Query

The XTDC algorithms are able to retrieve one single tuple from a compressed view
without decoding the whole block. They also improve the quality of index structures
such as B-trees and R-trees by reducing the number of leaf blocks. Because the XTDC
data structure stores the first tuple of each block in the block header, thereby allowing
the original values of all tuples to be determined, the index of a view can be built in
the same way as in the E /R model.
A lg o rith m 6 Locating One Specific Tuple in a Compressed view.
In p u t: A compressed view in XTDC data format.
Dimensional data of the specific tuple, t
O u tp u t: Measure data of t (NULL for non-existing tuple)
1: Locate the block that may contain t by checking the first tuple in block headers
2: Load the entire block in to main memory
3: Compute the difference (v) between the required tuple (t) and the first tuple
4: Accumulate the first i different values until it equals to OR greater than v
5: Return NULL if the different value is greater than v
6: Compute the offset of the measure data segment in the current block according
to the header information
7: Return the ith measure data
Algorithm 6 presents the major steps of localizing a specific tuple in a compressed
view. The details may vary slightly due to the different algorithms used in the actual
implementation. In any case, the block header stores the information about how this
block was compressed. The block which may contain the specific tuple (t) can itself
be located as per ordinary indexing methods. Since the compressed view is sorted,
the tuple t (if it exists) must be in the block which has the biggest header tuple value
that is smaller than or equal to the value of tuple t. By using indexes, we only load
the block when absolutely necessary. The difference between tuple t and the first
tuple is computed using the Tuple-Minus method shown in algorithm 2 (line 3). The
sequence number {%) of the tuple(i) is calculated by accumulating the difference values
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retrieved from the dimensional data area of the block (line 4). If the summation of
the difference values is greater than v, we know that the tuple t is not in this view
at all. A NULL value is returned at line 5. The offset of the measure data area can
be computed (line 6) according to the header information (as Section 4.3 discussed).
The ith value of the measure data area is the measure data of t.
Example 4.5.1 demonstrates how we can resolve a multi-dimensional point query
without requiring decompression of all records.

E x am p le 4.5.1 Localize the tuple < 1,1,3,4 > in the view that compressed in Ex
ample 4-4-1 shown in Figure 4- 1(d).
• Locate the block by checking the first tuple in the block header. Block 2 is loaded.
• Compute the difference between this tuple and the first tuple of the loaded block:
tuple.minus(< 1,1,3,4 >, < 1,1,2,9 >) = 5.
• Accumulate the difference value, we get the result 5 after adding the second
difference.
• The measure data of < 1,1,3,4 > is the second entry, which is 14, in the
measure data area.

4.5.2

Sub View Generation

Generating sub views from a given view (parent view) is one of the primary operations
of data cube computation [16, 32]. The XTDC technique allows OLAP computation
systems, such as PANDA, to compute a compressed sub view from a compressed
parent view directly. By doing so, we avoid decompressing the whole parent view
and then compressing the target sub view since the output of the computation is in
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compressed format. Again, the main memory requirements are reduced significantly
because the compressed data is much smaller than the original one.
In the XTDC technique, we only use dimensional attributes to compute the tuple
value. The tuple value of a sub view can be calculated by using the value of the
corresponding tuple of its parent view.

D efin ition 2 Given a parent view, R —< A i, A 2, ..., A n > , ip < a,\, a 2, ..., an > is the
value of tuple < a i , a 2,...,a n > . Its k-subview is R ’= < A i , A 2,...,A k - i,A k + i,...,A n > .
p ^ Uj, a 2,. *., dfc—1

, *.., a^ ^ is the value of tuple ^ a \ , a 2,. *., a ^ 1, a^-1-1,..., a^i P*.

T h eo re m 2 Given a parent view R, the tuple value, p ' , of its Jc-subview, R

p' = I p div n w
V

i=k

h
)

n

\A i\+ p mod n

i=k+ 1

iAfi

is:

(4-4)

j= k + 1

P ro o f. According to Equation 4.1 of Definition 1, the tuple value, p1, of fc-subview
is

k- 1 /
<P

fc-l

53 (a*j=i+1
IT

x n 1^1 + x
<* n
l=k+l
i=fc+l \ j=k+ 2

. i=1 \

1^1

(4-5>

J

The value, p, of the corresponding tuple in the parent view can be expanded as:

5 3 ( ai IT 1^1 N1 x n
,i= l

\

,7=i+l

l=k

w +« * n w
l=k+l

+ e
i=k+1 \

n
j=k+ 2

m

i

m

Applying Equation 4.6, we have 4.7 and 4.8:
p d iv f[ \A i\ = ^ ( ai [ I
l=k
i=l \ J=i+1

(p mod [ J + | =
[ a‘ I I 14(1
j=k+1
i=k+1 \ j=k+ 2
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Again, applying 4.7 and 4.8 to the right hand side of 4.4, we get the right hand side
of 4.5, which is <p'.

□
A lgorith m 7 Construct a Compressed fc-subview From a Compressed Parent View.
Input: Vp, a compressed parent view in XTDC data structure.
O utput: V^,the compressed fc-subview in XTDC data structure.
1 Initialize view buffer: viewJbuf.
2 repeat
3
Load one block of Vp.
4
for all tuple(ij) of Vp do
5
Compute the value vPi of tuple U.
6
Get measure data m piof ti .
7
Compute the corresponding tuple value, vSi, in Vs.
8
Accumulate the measure data of Vs : view -buf[vsi} + = m Pi.
9
end for
10 until all blocks of Vp are processed.
11 Construct the A;-subview: Compact the viewJbuf in XTDC format.

Theorem 2 presents a way of computing the tuple values of a sub view without
decoding the corresponding tuples of the parent view. Algorithm 7 shows the main
steps to compute a k-subview from a parent view using the XTDC data structure. A
temporary bulfer(view-buf) is used to construct the fc-subview(V^). For each tuple
(U) of the parent view, its value, Vpi, is calculated by using Tuple-Add in line 5. Line 7
computes the corresponding value {vsi) of the sub view according to Theorem 2. Line
6 locates its measure value in the measure data area as shown in algorithm 5. The
measure data is summarized in line 8. After processing all of the tuples of the parent
view, line 11 generates the sub view by compacting view Jm f: For those entries with
values, their indices are the values of tuples in the k-subview and their values are the
measure data of the corresponding tuples. The compaction process simply calculates
the differences of conjunctive indices and stores the data in XTDC format.
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View
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

,
,

f
(

f
f

/

Tuple values

1,1,3>
2,1,9>
2,2,15>
2,5,2>
2,7,8>
2,8,3>
2,9,7>
3,1,2>
3,4.14>
3,5,8>
3,6,7>
3,7,2>
3,9,8>
4,1,25>
4,2,1>
4,3,4>
4,4,2>
4,5,9>
4,6,8>
4,7,12>
7,8,7>

1125
1127
1128
1129
1131
1134
1135
1136
1137
1139
1141
1142
1143
1144
1145
1146
1147
1178

(a)

(b )

1111
1121

1122

53

3-subview bufferr

3-subview

3+9+2+25 = 39 111
15+1=16 112
113
14+2=16 114
2+8+9=19 115
7+8=15 116
8+ 2+ 12=22 117
3+7=10 118
7+8=15 119

<U,1,39>
<1,1,2,16>
<1,1,3,4>
<1.1,4,16>
<1,1,5,19>
<1,1,6,15>
<1,1,7,22>
<1,1,8,10>
<1,1,9,15>

(O

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.2: An example constructing a subview from a compressed view
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Figure 4.2 shows an example of computing the 3-subview from the view that
was compressed in Example 4.4.1. The indices of the 3-subview buffer (shown in Fig
ure 4.2(c) and (d)) are the tuple values of the subview. The values of the buffer are the
measure data that was summarized from the parent view. After the 3-subview buffer
is completed, the subview is constructed (Figure 4.2(e)) and can then be compacted
using XTDC. It is important to note that the view buffer is constructed according to
Theorem 2, without decompressing the parent view.

4.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we discussed the characteristics of data cube computation and com
pression. Based on these characteristics, as well as existing compression techniques,
we proposed an efficient data cube compression algorithm — XTDC. Its correspond
ing data structure allows XTDC to retrieve every tuple from the view’s compressed
form at block level without decompressing the whole view. The attribute data and
measure data are compressed (stored) separately in each block in order to improve the
storage efficiency. We also introduced two tuple difference operations to reduce the
risk of computation overflow and to improve computation performance. In addition,
this chapter demonstrated that the XTDC algorithms can utilize the Hilbert Space
Filling Curve technique. Therefor, it has potential for use in OLAP systems that
use the Hilbert space technique for multidimensional indexing. Finally, two OLAP
operations - random point query and sub view generation — based on the XTDC
compressed data structure, are introduced to demonstrate XTDC’s potential for the
execution of efficient OLAP operations in compressed data form.
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Chapter 5
Compressing D ata Cube in the
PA N D A System
PANDA supports high performance parallel data cube computations. One of our
primary objectives is to design an efficient data cube compression algorithm and to
integrate it into the PANDA system. By doing so, we reduce disk space requirements
during large data cube computation with no or little performance penalty, thereby
making PANDA a more efficient, practical system both in terms of performance and
storage efficiency.
As a robust, practical system, PANDA is supported by many available facilities.
The I/O Manager is a significant feature that handles efficient I/O access during the
manipulation of massive data sets. The Data Generator generates synthetic numeric
relations with various user-defined parameters, such as number of dimensions, cardi
nalities and number of records. These features make PANDA an ideal experimental
system for data cube compression research.
In this chapter, we will discuss the implementation and integration of a number of
55
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data compression techniques — including the XTDC algorithms, the TDC and BIT
database compression algorithms, and the BZIP data compression algorithm — into
the PANDA system. Section 5.1 illustrates the PANDA’s I/O Manager module and
the strategy used to plug a Compression Interface into the I/O Manager in order to
compress (and decompress) data cubes. By plugging in the Compression Interface, the
XTDC algorithms discussed in the previous chapter can easily be incorporated into
PANDA. In order to evaluate the performance of XTDC and compare its compres
sion ratios to some of the more successful existing database compression techniques,
Section 5.2 presents the details of implementing the TDC and the BIT database algo
rithms. The implementation of an Open Source data compression algorithm — BZIP
— is also discussed in Section 5.3

5.1

Integrating D ata C ube Com pression
Into PA N D A

In the PANDA system, the parallel Pipesort data cube computation algorithm log
ically accesses data through view buffers. The I/O Manager manages these view
buffers and handles physical disk access.
As Figure 5.1 presents, the I/O access pattern for view generation in PANDA
includes the following steps [16]:
1. PANDA selects a parent view from which to compute the target view;
2. I/O Manager loads the entire parent view from disk to main memory;
3. PANDA computes the target view from the loaded data;
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Figure 5.1: An illustration of the data cube I/O access in PANDA
4. The result of the computation (target view) is written to a view buffer tuple by
tuple;
5. When the view buffer is full or the view computation finishes, the I/O Manager
physically writes the data from the view buffer to disk.
Our data cube compression and decompression processes are plugged into the
data-writing and data-loading interface of the I/O Manager respectively. In the dataloading phase (step 2), the entire compressed view is loaded from disk and decom
pressed in main memory (Input Buffer). In the data-writing phase (step 5), the tuples
in the view buffer are compressed by block before they are physically written to disk.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the PANDA’s I/O access mechanism with respect to the data
cube compression feature.
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Figure 5.2: An illustration of data cube I/O with the compression interface

5.2

A pplying D atabase C om pression Techniques
to D ata C ube Com pression

In the multi-dimensional model, a data cube is organized in exactly the same format
as th at of a conventional relational table. The database compression techniques can
be simply applied directly to data cube compression in order to reduce the storage
space. The following two sections describe the integration of the BIT and TDC [37]
database compression algorithms with the PANDA system. As we discussed in pre
vious sections, we only compress the dimensional data in the current scheme.

5.2.1

BIT Data Cube compression

Because it can be used in traditional database systems, the BIT technique can also
be used to compress data cube dimensional data. The following two kinds of Meta
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data, which are necessary to compress a view, are managed by the data warehouse
system: (i) number of dimensions and (ii) cardinality for each dimension.
Although the cardinality values that BIT uses to compress dimensional data axe
at the relation level, in the BIT algorithm implementation, we compress data at the
block level because of the following two reasons:
1. To follow the I/O Manager’s behavior. PANDA uses the I/O Manager to phys
ically write a view buffer to disk. The I/O Manager transfers data to disk in
multiple writes if the size of the view is bigger than the view buffer.
2. To prepare the compressed views for high performance random data query, since
the unit of I/O access is a block.
The BIT data cube compression algorithm is presented in Algorithm 8. The
algorithm works by compacting dimension attributes (tuple[i,j]) into a fixed number
of bits (bits-of-dimension) (line 9) and copying measure data (tuple[i, d - 1]) (line
11). The bits-of-dimension is calculated according to the values of cardinalities
at line 3. The number of bytes for each compressed tuple is ( |~bitj-oj_-dimensi°n -j _j_
measure data size). The number of tuples in the current block is then determined at
line 5:

The tuPles 816 compressed one by one, and a new

block is created when the current block is full (line 13). Because of the measure d ata’s
various formats, the measure data are stored by bytes. A few bits of gap between the
dimensional data and measure data may be generated in each compressed tuple.
Algorithm 9 shows the details of the BIT algorithm with bit compaction by using
our proposed data structure. In every compressed tuple, instead of appending measure
data right after the compressed dimensional data, the measure data are copied to the
measure data area of the compressed block (line 12). All compressed dimensional
data are compacted in bits and placed together (line 10). The number of tuples is
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A lg orithm 8 BIT Data Cube Compression Algorithm (Without Bit Compaction)
In p u t: Cardinalities (C[i]) for each attribute domain (A[i]);
A d-dimension view to be compressed.
O u tp u t: The compressed view,outJbuf.
1: bit s.o f -dimension = 0;
2: for * = 1 to dimension do
3: bits-of -dimension^- = |"log2(C[i])];
4: end for
5: Compute number of tuples for current block;
6: Create a block-header;
7: for i = 0 to number-of-tuples do
8: for j = 1 to dimension do
9:
Compact tuple[i,j\ into log2(C[j]) bits and append it to out-buf;
10: end for
11: Copy tuple[i, d — 1] to out-buf;
12: if current block is full then
13:
Create a new block header
14: end if
15: end for
computed as

at line 5. Line 7 computes the offset of

the measure data area: m easu re-offset =
Algorithm 10 presents the process of decompressing a block of compressed view
data coded by using Algorithm 8. The number of tuples in the current block is
retrieved from the block header (line 1). Line 5 computes the number of bytes for each
compressed tuple according to the cardinality information (line 3). The dimensional
data is converted from bit format at line 8 and the measure data is simply copied
from the following address (line 10). A whole compressed view is decompressed block
by block.
By using the XTDC compacted data structure, Algorithm 11 gets the measure
data from the measure segment of the compressed block (line 10). Line 5 computes
the offset of measure data area according to the cardinality information (line 3) and
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A lgorithm 9 BIT Data Cube Compression Algorithm (With Bit Compaction)
Input: Cardinalities (C[i]) for each attribute domain (A[i])
A d dimension view to be compressed.
Output: A compressed view, out-buf, in XTDC compact format.
1 bits jof -dimension = 0;
2 for i = 0 to dimension —1 do
bits-of -dimension-^ = log2 {C]i])]
3
4 end for
5 Compute number of tuples for current block;
6 Create a block_header
7 Compute m ea su re-o ffset;
8 for i = 0 to number-of-tuples do
for j = 0 to dimension — 1 do
9
Compact tuple[i,j] into log2 (C\j]) bits and append it to outJbuf;
10
11
end for
measure- 0 f f set[i\ = tuples[i, d —1];
12
if current block is full then
13
14
Create a new block header
Compute measure-0 f f set;
15
16
en d if
17 end for
Algorithm 10 BIT Data Cube Decompression Algorithm (Without Bit Compaction)
Input: A block of compressed data: inJbuf;
Cardinalities (Cfi]) for each attribute domain (A[i]).
Output: Decompressed data: outJbuf
1 num ber-of -tuples = in-buf[ 0];
2 for i — 0 to dimension —1 do
bits-of-dimension+ = log2 (C[i\);
3
4 end for
5 bytes-of-dimension = \bits-of-dim ension/8];
6 for i = 0 to tuplesjper-block do
for j = 0 to dimension — 1 do
7
autJbuf[i,j] = convert-to-integer(log‘2 (C[j]),inJbuf)]
8
9
end for
out-buf [i, dimension] = inJbuf [bytes-of -dimension];
10
in-buf+ — bytes-of -dimension + bytes-of-measure]
11
12 end for
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header information (line 1).
A lg o rith m 11 BIT Data Cube Decompression Algorithm (With Bit Compaction)
In p u t: A block of compressed data
Cardinalities (C[i]) for each attribute domain (A[i])
O u tp u t: Decompressed data, o u tJm f
l: number-of-tuples = in Jrn f [0];
2: for i = 0 to dimension —1 do
3: bits-of-dimension+ = log2 (C[i]);
4: end for
5: Compute m ea su re-o ffset;
6: for i — 0 to tuples-per-block do
7: for j = 0 to dimension — 1 do
8:
out-buf[i, j] = convert-to-integer(log 2 (C \j]),inJbuf);
9: e n d for
10: out-buf[i, dimension] = measure-pointer [i]\
11: en d for
As we described in Chapter 2, the BIT compression technique is attribute-level
compression. The smallest piece of compressed data, which can be located without
touching (decompressing) any other data, is a single attribute. Further more, all the
tuples in the entire view are compressed into the same format and hold the same
length of bytes.

5.2.2

TDC Data Cube compression

We also apply the TDC [37] database compression algorithm achieve data cube com
pression in PANDA. The implementation follows the fundamental ideas of [37] except
th at we use our tuple computation algorithms, tuple-minus and tuple-add, to avoid
data overflow during the computation of tuple differences . As proposed by [37], TDC
statically partitions tuples by block, which contains a fixed number of tuples. Algo
rithm 12 shows the details of the implementation. The block header, which contains
the number of tuples {tuples-per-block) and the uncompressed attribute values of
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the first tuple, can be created before the compression (line 3). Line 5 computes the
difference of the consecutive tuples by using tuplejm inus to reduce the risk of data
overflow. The difference values are stored in integer format (line 6) and the measure
data is copied afterward (line 7).
A lgorithm 12 TDC Data Cube Compression Algorithm_______________________
Input: A view to be compressed: inJbuf
Meta data of the view,
number-of-tuples, tuples-per-block
Output: Compressed view: out-buf
1: processed-tuples = 0;
2: w hile processed-tuples < number -of-tuples do
3: Set block header;
4: for i = 1 to min(tuples-per -block, number -of-tuples —processed-tuples) — 1
do
5:
differen ce = tuple-minus(tuple[i],tuple[i — 1]);
6:
out-buf [header-length + 2 {i —1)] = difference-,
7:
out-buf [header-length + 2i - 1] = inJbuf [i, dimension —1];
8: end for
9: processed-tuples+ = tuples-per-block-,
10: end while
Algorithm 13 decompresses a view compressed in TDC format, which is the oppo
site computation of Algorithm 12. The number of tuples per block and the value of
the first tuple of the current block are retrieved from the block header (line 3, 4). The
tuple is decompressed by adding the difference to its preceding tuple using tuple-add
(line 8).
In the implementation of the above two algorithms (BIT, TDC), the length of
each compressed tuple is known in advance, so we can predict the number of tuples
that can be compressed in one block and create the block header in advance.
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A lgorithm 13 TDC Data Cube Decompression Algorithm_____________________
Input: Compressed view: inJbuf
Meta data of the view;
number-of-tuples;
Output: Decompressed view:outJm f
1: processed-tuples = 0; •
2: w hile processed-tuples < number -o f -tuples do
3: tuplesjper-block = inJbuf [0];
4: tuple[0] = get-first-tuple-fromJieaderQ;
5: out-buf [processed-tuples] = tuple[0];
6: for i = 1 to tuplesjper-block do
7:
differen ce = inJbuf [header-length + 2(i - 1)]);
8:
out-buf [processed-tuples +«] = tuple-add(tuple[i —1], d iffe ren c e );
9:
output[processed-tuples+i, dimension —1] = in-buf [header Jength+ 2i —I];
10: e n d for
11: processed-tuples-^- = tuples -per -block;
12: in-buf + = header -length + 2* tuples-per-block;
13: e n d w hile

5.3

A pplying a Conventional Com pression Library

In order to compare the performance between the XTDC data cube compression
technique and a conventional one, we plug an Open Source conventional compres
sion library, BZIP [45, 6], into the PANDA system. We choose maximal buffer size,
900KB, plus the size of the output to achieve the highest compression ratio that BZIP
could reach.
As described in Section 5.1, the compression libraries, BZ2-bzBujJToBujfCompress,
is called in the compression phase before the physical writing. The decompression li
brary, BZ2-bzBuffToBujfDecompress, is called in the decompression phase after phys
ical reading. Since BZIP is a global compression technique, no meta data, such as
cardinality of the dimensions, are used during the compression process.
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Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced the strategy of plugging the Compression Interface
into the PANDA’s I/O Manager in order to compress and decompress data cubes.
By doing so, we allow the XTDC algorithms to be integrated into PANDA without
touching other modules in the system. In order to compare the compression efficiency
between XTDC and the existing database compression techniques, we implemented
the TDC and the BIT database algorithms, as well as the BZIP data compression
algorithm. The evaluation will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
Evaluation
This chapter discusses the performance of data cube compression techniques imple
mented in the previous chapters. The main goal of data cube compression is to reduce
the space requirements of data cube computation while maintaining reasonable re
sponse time. Our tests therefore focus on two main issues: compression ratio and
compression/decompression speed.

C om pression ra tio The most popular method of measuring the performance of
a compression technique is the compression ratio. It is computed by divid
ing the original number of bytes by the number of bytes remaining after data
compression is applied [25]. In the context of data cube compression, our im
plementations compress the dimensional data and leave the measure data in
uncompressed form. Our evaluations use the dimensional data compression
ratio (CR),
dimension size without compression
:----^ compression
^
---:------:----size
dimension
with
The total compression ratio, totaljOR = ^ i z e without compression

,

_„

*

data size with compression

’

,
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C R = ~ T

.

j

d

*

to evaluate the compression performance in some cases. Given the compression
66
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ratio (GR), the expected data size reduction is given by REDUC = (1 —l / C R ) *
100% [42].
C o m pression sp eed a n d decom pression sp eed To compute a view in PANDA
with data cube compression, the parent node (view) of it is read and decom
pressed, and then the target view is compressed before being written to disk.
Both compression and decompression processes are involved in data cube com
putation. We use wall-clock running time to evaluate the speed performance
for both single view computation and full data cube computation.
The memory overhead, which is also important in terms of the scalability of com
pression algorithms [47], was discussed in the previous chapter. There is no extra
memory needed for the BIT and TDC data cube compression implementations. An
extra data buffer of constant size is used in the XTDC algorithm to compact the data
at the bit level.
We divide our evaluation into three major parts. Section 6.2 evaluates the com
pression efficiency, both in terms of compression ratio and compression time, for single
view computation. Section 6.3 offers the same analysis, but does so in the context of
a fully materialized PANDA data cube. In both sections, we provide a performance
comparison of the BIT, TDC and XTDC data cube compression algorithms, as well
as a conventional data compression algorithm, BZIP. All of our tests were conducted
on a Linux cluster, whose primary characteristics are listed below [26]:
• Linux Kernel 2.4.18-27.7.xsmp (Redhat 7.3)
• 64-processor (dual processor nodes)
• 32-node Beowulf configuration
• Gigabit Ethernet (1000Mbps)
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• Switch with a 32Gbps
• Each node has 2 GHz Intel Xeon processor, 1.5GB RAM, and 60 GB IDE disks.
The third component of the analysis, presented in Section 6.4, looks at the appli
cation of the Hilbert Space Filling Curve technique to the XTDC algorithms. These
experiments focus specifically on single view compression ratios. Finally, in Sec
tion 6.5, we show some additional tests related to our discussion.
W ith respect to time oriented tests, such as the full cube pipesort comparison
shown in Figure 6.5, the running time is the average of three timed runs using the
same input datasets. For the compression ratio evaluation tests, the results depend
on the meta data associated with the views, ie. cardinalities, dimensions and number
of tuples. All of the output data is also decompressed by using the same module
that is plugged into the 10 Manager and is compared with the results obtained from
original system.

6.1

Test Cases

Real data warehouse systems usually contain between 4 and 15 dimensions [30]. We
will look at a sequence of data cube compression tests, each designed to highlight one
important characteristic. We evaluate fact tables with 6 to 10 dimensions. The num
ber of tuples in these fact tables ranges from 100K to 2M. The fact tables themselves
are created with PANDA’s Data Generator [16] by specifying parameters such as the
number of tuples in the data set, the number of feature attributes (dimensions), and
the number of unique values (cardinality) in each dimension. In effect, we utilize a
set of base parameters and then vary exactly one of these parameters in each of the
tests. These base parameters are (with defaults listed in parenthesis): a) Fact Table
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Table 6.1: T le meta data of testin g dal:a cubes
Name of Dimension A B c
D E F G H I
Cardinality
6 10 50 8 25 12 3 15 8

Dimension
0
Name of Dimension A
Cardinality
6

1
B
10

2
C
50

3
D
8

4
F
12

J
16

5 6
J
G
16 3

Size (1M), b) Dimension Count (10). The meta data, which is a group of arbitrary
cardinalities that is used by all of our test cases, is listed in Table 6.1.
The PANDA system obtains the meta data (the number of dimensions and the
cardinality of each dimension) of a single view according to the name of the view.
Example 6.1.1 shows how this works.

E xam p le 6.1.1 Get the meta data of view ABCDFJG. There are 1 dimensions and

1 measure field in view ABCDFJG. The cardinality of each dimension is computed
according to its name and its corresponding cardinality. For instance, this view’s first
dimension is named ’A ’, and its corresponding cardinality, defined in Table 6.1, is 6.
Table 6.2 lists all cardinalities for each dimension of this view.

As we discussed in the previous chapter, our implementation allows users to select
the block size in multiples of 4KB, in order to adapt to various file systems. The
block size is 8KB in all of our tests.

6.2

Single V iew Com pression

The efficiency of compression techniques can be clearly evaluated on single view tests.
We use the Data Generator [16] to generate a group of fact tables with 500K, 1M, 2M,
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Table 6.3: T le data vo ume of views ABCDFJG
Tuples in the Fact Table 10M
5M
2M
1M
Tuples in the View
6873327 4101573 1842122 959242
Uncompressed Size(MB) 210
125
56
30

70

500K
489775
15

5M, and 10M tuples respectively. All of these fact tables have 10 dimension attributes
and 1 measure field. We arbitrarily create a group of single views corresponding to
each fact table by using the Partial Data Cube generation module in PANDA. Each
of these views has 7 dimensions and 1 measure field. The number of tuples and the
original size of these views are listed in Table 6.3.
For each single view, we apply different compression techniques, including BIT,
TDC, XTDC, BZIP, and Linux GZIP. Because GZIP and BZIP are global range data
compression techniques, their compression ratios are computed as total compression
ratio. The BZIP libraries [45] are plugged into the same test harness as BIT, TDC
and XTDC. Both options for best compression (gzip -9) and for fast compression
(gzip -1) of GZIP are used to evaluate compression ratio and running speed.
Figure 6.1 compares the compression ratios attained by applying data cube com
pression techniques and global compression libraries (tools) to the views listed in
Table 6.3. The compression ratios of BIT, TDC, BZIP and GZIP are between 5 and
12 to 1. With the increasing size of views, the ratios of conventional compression
techniques (BZIP, GZIP) slightly increase because there are better data distributions
in a larger range. The number of tuples in a view does not affect the compression
ratio of BIT. In fact, the compression ratio is only determined by the number of bits
for every tuple, which corresponds to the cardinalities of the dimensions. The com
pression ratio of TDC remains stable since TDC stores differences in integer form,
which costs 4 bytes in our system, no m atter how small the differences are. The ex
periments show that XTDC reaches compression ratios between 26 and 51 to 1, which
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Single View Compression Ratio
(View: 7 dimensions)
(GZIP, BZIP are global compression)
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Figure 6.1: Compression ratio comparisons for single view compression

are much higher than the other techniques. In XTDC, the number of bits required to
store the differences in a block is determined by the maximal difference of consecutive
tuples in that block. W ith the same dimension cardinalities, the higher the number
of tuples in a view, the smaller the maximal difference in that block might be, and
the the greater the likelihood of consecutive 1-differences. Both the bit compaction
technique and the counter mechanism help XTDC to reach higher compression ratios
with an increasing number of tuples in a view.
Figure 6.2 presents the running time of these compression algorithms. Data cube
compression techniques (BIT, TDC, and XTDC) have the same range of running
times, which are much faster than conventional ones. Figure 6.3 compares the total
time (compression time plus decompression time) for the different techniques.
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Single View Compression Time
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Figure 6.2: Compression time comparisons for single view compression

6.3

Full C ube Com pression

In full cube tests, 2d single views are created. These views cover all the possible combi
nations from 1 dimension to d-dimensions. The efficiency of single view compression
will definitely affect the full cube compression. Figure 6.4 presents the average of
compression ratios for full cube computation. The fact tables of these cubes have 10
dimensions and the same cardinality distribution as listed on Table 6.1. Consistent
with the result in Figure 6.1, XTDC reaches a much higher compression ratio than
the others (BIT, TDC) do.
It is worth noting that the fully materialized data cube is much bigger than the
fact table. In one of our test cases — using a fact table with 10 dimensions and 106
tuples — the dimensional data of the fact table is 40MB, while the total dimensional
data in the full data cube generated by this fact table is 9778 MB. XTDC reaches
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Single View De/Compression Time
(View: 7 dimensions)
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Figure 6.3: Total runtime (compression and decompression) comparison for single
view compression

a 29.4 to 1 compression ratio, which reduces the dimensional data from 9778 MB to
333MB. Figure 6.4 also shows that XTDC is more efficient in terms of compressing
the full cube that has been generated by the fact table with the same dimensions but
a larger number of tuples. In this experiment, XTDC reaches a 31.8:1 compression
ratio when the fact table of the cube contains 2 x 106 tuples. Note that the compres
sion ratios are lower on the full cube than the single views we tested in Section 6.2.
As we discussed previously, XTDC uses one difference value (several bits in many
cases) to represent the dimensional data of one tuple. As the number of dimensions
decrease (and most views have less than the 7 dimensions used in the single view
test), the ability to compress diminishes as well. Conversely, the greater the num
ber of dimensions, the greater the benefit for compression. We also note that the
compression ratios of BIT and TDC are not significantly affected as the number of
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Full C u b e C om pression Ratio
(F act Table: 10 dim ensions)
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Figure 6.4: The comparison of full cube compression ratios

tuples increases. Since the BIT algorithm uses bit form to express each attribute,
the compression ratio only depends on the cardinalities of the dimensions. With re
spect to the TDC algorithm, the tuple difference value is represented as an integer
— four bytes in our implementation. The compression ratio depends on the number
of dimensions instead of number of tuples.
Figure 6.5 presents the speedup of PANDA with data cube compression on mul
tiple processors. The result shows that XTDC, as well as BIT and TDC, works very
well with PANDA’s parallel data cube computation. The running times are very
close to the original ones. We do not include conventional compression techniques
in the full cube tests because of the results of the single view experiments. In fact,
the BZIP compression libraries significantly slow down full cube computation. In one
of our experiments, PANDA with BZIP compression takes 872 seconds to generate
a full cube using a fact table that has 10 dimensions and 5 x 104 tuples. The total
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Full C ube P ipesort Com putation Time
(Fact Table: 10 dim ensions, 1,000,000 tuples)
(Totally: Views = 1023; D im ensional D ata = 9778MB)
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Figure 6.5: Runtime for parallel full cube generation with compression

compression ratio is 7.7 to 1. As we can see from Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5, XTDC
reaches a compression ratio of 22.5 to 1 for a larger data cube, which is generated by
using a fact table with 10 dimensions and 106 tuples, and does so in less than 900
seconds.

6.4

X T D C w ith H ilbert Orders

This section focuses on demonstrating the possibility of using the Hilbert Space Filling
Curve technique in the XTDC data cube compression algorithms. Since the total
compression ratio is determined by the compression ratio of each single sub view, we
only evaluate the results of compressing single views applying Hilbert ordering. We
use Doug Moore’s “Fast Hilbert Curve Generation” code [35] which takes the base2 logarithm of the largest dimension cardinality as the order by which to build the
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Hilbert curve computation space. In order to compare the performance between using
mix-radix ordering in XTDC and using Hilbert ordering in XTDC, all test views in
this section are generated with a fixed cardinality, 32, for all dimensions. By doing
so, the two ordering methods are running in the same searching spaces.
Single Vleid Compression Ratio
(100/000 tup les, a ll card in a litie s are 32)
18

XTDC using H ilbert Space-Filling Curve
XTDC using nixed-ratiix order

16

14

12

10

8
4

5
Dimension

6

Figure 6.6: The comparison of compressing single views with different dimensions

Figure 6.6 demonstrates that using the Hilbert space filling curve, XDTC reaches
high ratios in single view compression. As we discussed before, the value range of the
differences between conjunctive tuples affects the compression ratio when using the
XTDC algorithms. The fewer bits required to store those differences, the higher the
compression ratio is.
In this experiment, the ratio curves decline when the number of dimensions in
creases. This doesn’t necessarily mean that the XTDC compression ratio decreases
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when the number of dimensions goes higher. In fact, our previous experiments demon
strate that XTDC is mo::e efficient when the number of dimensions and tuples of the
view are larger. Instead, it happens because our test views have much fewer tuples
than our previous experiments. As the number of dimensions increase, the compu
tation space becomes bigger, thus the range of difference values between consecutive
tuples is larger. Therefore, XTDC needs more bits to represent one tuple. Restricted
by Moores’s Hilbert order generation code (the cardinalities have to be power of 2 in
order to reproduce the same search space as mix-radix order), the test views are not
as large as in our previous experiments. So the compression ratios are not as high
as we might otherwise expect. Even so, the compression ratios are much higher than
the 7:1 ratio achieved by BIT and TDC.
Single View Compression Ratio
(6 dimensions, a ll c ard in a litie s are 32)
XTDC using H ilbert Space-Filling Curve
XTDC using Hixed-radix order

1

10

50

100

tuples (xl0,000)

Figure 6.7: The comparison of compressing single views with different number of
tuples
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Figure 6.7 shows the compression efficiency when compressing views with varying
tuple counts. Again, in the same computation space, the more tuples, the smaller the
difference values are. The ratio curves go up when the number of tuples increases.
Single View Compression Ratio
(6 dimensions, a ll c a rd in a litie s are 32, 100,000 tuples!
XTDC using Hilbert Space-Filling Curve
XTDC using Mixed-radix order

11.5
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0.5
skew

1

Figure 6.8: The comparison of compressing single views with different skew

The Hilbert Space Filling Curve groups spatially related points into nearby posi
tions on a one-dimensional line. In environments containing skewed data (i.e., points
arranged in clusters) we would expect the range of difference values to be smaller when
using Hilbert ordering since, by definition, Hilbert curves pack nearby points closely
together. Specifically, the existence of skew reduces the distance between points,
leading to potentially better compression. Figure 6.8 presents the compression ratios
for data sets that have been created with varying degrees of skew. We note that
when using the Data Generator to create the experimental data, skew is produced
with a zipfian function [16]. In this case, zipf= 0 corresponds to no skew, zipf= 0.5
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to moderate skew, zipf= 0 to heavy skew. The experiment shows that the XTDC
with Hilbert ordering maintains a stable compression ratio when the skew changes.
However, it is still too early to conclusively say that XTDC is more efficient when
the skew goes up (as we expect). One of the main reasons is that XTDC does not
utilize knowledge regarding the data distribution, which is a potential improvement
of XTDC in our future work.
The experiments show that applying the Hilbert space filling curve technique to
our XTDC algorithm can produce high data cube compression ratios. A typical
compression ratio of a single view with 24 MB dimensional data is 13.9 to 1. Because
of the significant properties of Hilbert curve — in terms of its ability to dramatically
improve the quality of range query resolution — our XTDC data cube compression
technique holds huge potential to be used in multi-dimensional indexing applications.

6.5

A dditional Tests

This section presents additional experiments that demonstrate the benefit of using our
proposed data structure and the counter mechanism. As we discussed in Section 4.3,
one of the primary objectives of using the compacted data structure is to remove
spare bits (gaps) caused by byte-alignment. In the BIT technique, each compressed
attribute uses a fixed number of bits. The compression ratio is dictated by the
cardinalities of the dimensions rather than the number of tuples.
The first experiment chooses a group of single views generated from fact tables
with 105 tuples. The cardinalities of each dimension are the same as listed in Table 6.1.
The number of dimensions in each view is from 6 to 10. Table 6.4 shows meta
data for these testing views. Figure 6.9 shows compression ratio gains made by
compacting compressed dimensional data. As the results show, the more bits of
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Table 6.4: 'Iffie number of bits per tuple of testing views
^Dimension Views Name
Bits per tuple Bits of Gap
6
ABCDEF
25
7
7
ABCDEFG
27
5
8
ABCDEFGH
31
1
9
ABCDEFGHI
34
6
10
ABCDEFGHIJ 39
1
gap each compressed view has, the greater the increase in compression by using the
compacted data structure.

S ingle View C om pression Ratio
(F act T able:100,0 0 0 tuples)
BIT — f—
B IT-compact
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7.5
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Figure 6.9: The comparison between BIT techniques with/without bit compaction.

Previous experiments have demonstrated the benefits of expressing tuple differ
ences in bits and of using our data structure to compact these differences together
using the XTDC technique. The counter mechanism is another technique we pro
posed in the XTDC algorithm to pursue a high compression efficiency for those views
that have low dimensions and have relatively small cardinalities compared with the
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A Full C ube C om pression Ratio Distribution
(Fact Table: 10 dim ensions, 1,000,000 tuples)
(Totally: Views = 1023; Dimensional D ata = 9778MB; XTDC C o m p ressio n Ratio = 29.4:1)
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Figure 6.10: A distribution of XTDC compression ratios in a full cube computation

number of tuples. Figure 6.10 presents a distribution of XTDC compression ratios in
a full cube computation. The fact table has 106 tuples and 10 dimensions. In total,
1023 views are created in the full cube computation. The size of the dimensional
data is reduced from 9778MB to 333MB. The compression ratio for the entire cube
is 29.4 to 1. The space reduction is 9445MB (96.6%). In general, the views in which
the number of tuples is less than 4 x 105 have lower dimension counts. So for these
views, the possibility of consecutive 1-differences with consecutive tuples is somewhat
higher. In these cases, the counter mechanism is able to produce compression ratios
on individual views that exceed lOOO.This trend stabilizes between 16 and 60 for
views that have more than 4 x 105 tuples. We note, however, that the curve’s decline
does not necessarily mean that the success of the XTDC algorithm deteriorates with
larger volume data sets. Rather, the reason for the decline is simply that views with
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a higher number of dimensions receive less benefit from the counter. In fact, as Fig
ure 6.1 shows, for views that have the same number of dimensions and cardinalities,
the larger the number of tuples, the higher the compression ratio for XTDC.

6.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we evaluated the XTDC algorithms in the parallel OLAP compu
tation system — PANDA. The experimental results show that XTDC reaches much
higher compression ratios than the existing compression algorithms in both single
view compression and full data cube compression. The typical compression ratio is
50.9 to 1 for a single view with 7 dimensions and 107 tuples, and 31.8 to 1 for a full
cube with a fact table of 10 dimensions and 2 x 106 tuples. The results also demon
strate that XTDC is more efficient when the data cube grows in size — in terms of
a larger number of tuples and dimensions in the fact table. The experimental results
also show that the Hilbert Space Filling Curve technique is well suited to the XTDC
algorithms.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1

Conclusion

This thesis proposes an efficient data cube compression algorithm — XTDC — and
demonstrates its effectiveness on a mature parallel OLAP computation system. By
building upon a number of existing compression algorithms, and by exploiting the
fundamental characteristics of the data cube storage model, we have implemented
and tested the following four compression techniques in the PANDA environment:
1. The XTDC algorithms — with the corresponding data structure. Two effi
cient tuple differential computing algorithms, tuple.add and tuple-minus, are
proposed when using mix-radix ordering. The Hilbert curve ordering technique
is also implemented on top of the XTDC algorithms;
2. The BIT tuple compression algorithms;
3. The TDC block-wise compression method;
4. BZIP, the conventional global data compression technique.
83
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The experimental results demonstrate that the XTDC technique achieves much
higher compression ratios than would be the case by simply applying existing database
compression techniques and conventional data compression algorithms to data cube
computation. XTDC is effectively a combination of the following techniques:

1. Tuple differential coding: Tuples in the views are mapped to integer values and
the differences of the conjunctive tuples are used to represent the views. The
dimensional data with large dimensions can be encoded into a few bits.
2. Bit compaction: The tuple differences are stored in bit form and are compacted.
The encoded tuples are stored in bit format to save each single bit of space.
3. Block-wise compression: The tuples are compressed in blocks (pages). This
not only increases the compression ratio by reducing the value range of the
differences, but also makes more efficient data access since all the compression
information is localized in individual blocks.
4. Handling dimensional data and measure data separately: For those tuples that
can fit in one block, these two kinds of data are stored separately in the same
block. The dimensional data can then be compressed and compacted together
to get rid of the gaps caused by byte-alignment.
5. The counter mechanism: In the large full cube construction, some views have
relatively low dimensions but a large number of tuples. The differences of the
conjunctive tuples are likely to be l ’s. We use a counter, instead of wasting
storage space on a set of records, to represent those tuples at the beginning of
the block whose difference values are just consecutive l ’s.
6. Using m eta data information: Knowledge of the data cube is used when com
pressing and decompressing. For example, we use it when calculating the tuple
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differences and organizing the compressed blocks.

The experimental results show that the XTDC technique is well suited for parallel
OLAP computing systems. By integrating the XTDC algorithms into the PANDA
system, the storage space requirements for OLAP computation are greatly reduced
with very little performance penalty. The typical compression ratio is 29.4 to 1 for a
full cube generation, in which the fact table has 10 dimensions and 106 tuples. The
dimensional data reduction is from 9778MB to 332MB (96.6%). The compression
ratio of single views reaches as high as 1353 to 1 in some of our tests. The experi
ments also demonstrate that the XTDC algorithms have the ability to achieve higher
compression ratios for larger data cubes which have more dimensions and more tuples.
We acknowledge th at “real world” application data may differ from our experi
mental data, in terms of the cardinalities and skew of tuples. Of particular concern
is the fact that as the cardinalities increase, more bits may be needed to store the
differences of tuples, thus drawing down the compression ratio. However, in data
warehousing applications, the dimensional data are usually surrogate keys, which are
stored as consecutive integers. The values of conjunctive tuples are therefore often
quite similar. XTDC still can use the tuple differential coding to pursue high com
pression ratios.
W ith respect to skew of tuples in real data sets, as we discussed in Section 6.4, we
would expect high compression ratios for those blocks that contain only one cluster of
tuples, since their differences tend to small, but low compression ratios for those blocks
th at contain more than one cluster of tuples, because the differences of conjunctive
tuples that belong to different clusters are likely bigger.
The XTDC technique preserves the tuple structure in compressed data cubes. Its
data structure makes the compressed blocks accessible to common indexing methods
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such as B-trees or the packed R-trees that are actually used by PANDA. Since all
information about tuples is encoded in individual blocks, the data cube operation
can be done when the data cubes are still compressed. This thesis proposes two
algorithms for random access and sub cube generation based on compressed data.
The purpose is to allow for the possibility of manipulating the compressed data cube
without decoding the whole views, thereby improving OLAP computing performance.
The experimental results also show that the Hilbert Space Filling Curve technique
is well suited to the XTDC algorithms. Therefore, the XTDC technique has great
potential for use in practical cube systems that use space filling curves for multi
dimensional indexing.

7.2

Future Work

The research described in this thesis provides the foundation for a space and storage
efficient data cube compression technique. Since this technique preserves the struc
tural information of the data cube in compressed form, it would be possible to extend
the data cube operations on compressed data using the current design. Below we
identify a number of these possibilities:
1. Indexing compressed data blocks. As noted in the previous chapter, the com
pressed data cubes are sorted and organized at the block level. The first tuple
of a block is stored in the block header in uncompressed format. It is very
convenient to build an index for fast random tuple location. Since the num
ber of blocks is reduced for the compressed view, the size of the index file is
significantly decreased as well.
2. Computing compressed data cubes. In our current implementation, an XTDC
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interface is plugged into PANDA to compress and decompress data during the
physical 1 /0 phases. PANDA computes views using uncompressed data in main
memory. Section 4.5 discussed a technique to generate compressed sub views
from a compressed view. By doing so, we will not only save main memory
space during data cube computation, but also avoid most of the data compres
sion and decompression processes. There could be a significant performance
improvement gained by implementing such computation in PANDA.
3. Applying the Hilbert Space Filling Curve technique. Our experimental results
show that Hilbert curve ordering can be applied to the XTDC algorithms to
achieve very high compression ratios when the Hilbert ordering has the same
computation space as the mix-radix ordering does. However, since the Hilbert
order generation code we are using takes the largest cardinality of the dimen
sions of the view to determine its computation space, it is not efficient to simply
apply this code to compress data cubes in practical OLAP computation systems.
We would like to improve the Hilbert order generation code and apply it to the
PANDA system. By doing so, both data cube compression and multidimen
sional indexing can share the full benefit of Hilbert ordering.
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